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Summer Session, 2015
Soc. 185. Globalization and Social Development

• The question: Why is it that some countries are rich and others are poor?

• The Latin American laboratory: Rich countries and poor countries.

• The strange case of Argentina.
The question: Why is it that some countries have democratic governments and others do not?

The Latin American laboratory: Democracy and dictatorship.

The case of Argentina: from dictatorship to democracy.
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POR EL DERECHO AL ABORTO LIBRE Y GRATUITO

SIGAMOS LUCHANDO EN LAS CALLES POR EL DERECHO AL ABORTO CON SATISFACCIÓN Y DE LA MANO DE LAS MUJERES.

También "Terrorismo sanitario" es que usan, mutilando mujeres por abortos clandestinos.

Por el derecho al aborto legal, seguro y gratuito.
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